Background: Budding yeast is a unique model for exploring differential fate in a cell dividing asymmetrically. In yeast, spindle orientation begins with the old spindle pole body (SPB) (from the preceding cell cycle) contacting the bud by its existing astral microtubules (aMTs) while the new pole delays astral microtubule organization. This appears to prime the inheritance of the old pole by the bud. The basis for this asymmetry and the discrimination of the poles by virtue of their history remain a mystery. Results: Here, we report that asymmetric aMT organization stems from an outstanding structural asymmetry linked to the SPB cycle. We show that the g-tubulin nucleation complex (gTC) favors the old spindle pole, an asymmetry inherent to the outer plaque (the cytoplasmic face of the SPB). Indeed, Spc72 (the receptor for the gTC) is acquired by the new SPB outer plaque partway through spindle assembly. The significance of this asymmetry was explored in cells expressing an Spc72
Introduction
Spatial control of chromosomal segregation entails targeting the mitotic spindle poles to opposite ends of dividing cells. In most animal cells, centrosomes migrate in opposite directions to position the spindle, a symmetry-breaking event governed by asymmetries built into the centrosomal pathway [1] priming asymmetric astral microtubule (aMT) dynamics in partnership with force-generating motor proteins and nuclear-envelope or cortical sites [2] . Moreover, polarized cells dividing asymmetrically can instruct spindle alignment according to cortical landmarks that enforce asymmetric centrosome fate so that chromosomal segregation occurs along the axis of cell polarity laying out those landmarks [3, 4] . These fundamental principles can be effectively modeled in S. cerevisiae, the first system to reveal an invariant pattern of inheritance linking asymmetric spindle pole history and fate [5] based on asymmetric aMT organization [6] . Since then, similar functional asymmetries for biased spindle orientation, along with a pattern of centrosomal inheritance, have been observed in model stem cell divisions in flies [7] [8] [9] [10] and in mice [11] . Importantly, disruption of spindle orientation with concomitant imbalance in stem cell self-renewal may affect development or lead to cancer [12] [13] [14] .
The yeast counterpart of the centrosome, the spindle pole body (SPB), while inserted in the nuclear envelope throughout the cell cycle, organizes separately the spindle microtubules (MTs) and aMTs from its nuclear and cytoplasmic faces, respectively [15, 16] . aMT organization is intrinsically asymmetric along the yeast spindle pathway [6, 17] . Initially, the ''old'' SPB inherited from the preceding division becomes dynamically tethered through its existing aMTs to cortical landmarks in the bud. At the G 1 -to-S phase transition, a ''new'' SPB connected by a bridge to the old SPB assembles [16] . SPBs then separate to form a spindle (each keeping a half-bridge), and the new SPB, initially unable to organize aMTs, moves away [6] . Later, a new area of aMT capture develops at the bud neck, confining the new SPB to the mother cell, despite de novo aMT organization from this pole [18] . With polarity thus established, the spindle aligns, and the old SPB becomes committed to entering the bud (and it is thus referred to as SPB bud , the SPB destined to the daughter cell [5, 19] ). It is remarkable that this pattern of inheritance linked to SPB history is maintained despite both ''old'' and ''new'' SPBs engaging to some extent in dynamic exchange and symmetric addition of components later in the cell cycle [16] . Here, ''old'' and ''new'' denote inherent chronological history irrespective of protein composition.
MT nucleation is promoted by the g-tubulin complex (gTC), the core components of which are conserved from yeast to humans [16, 20] . In budding yeast, a Tub4 (g-tubulin)-Spc98-Spc97 complex [16] is targeted to the SPB cytoplasmic face (the outer plaque) and the adjoining half-bridge via Spc72 and to the nuclear face (the inner plaque) via Spc110 [21] . The gTC gains nuclear access through a nuclear localization sequence (nls) in Spc98 [22] . aMTs emerge preferentially from the SPB outer plaque during most of the cell cycle. However, during the G 1 phase, aMTs emerge from two locations: the (half-) bridge and the outer plaque [23] , dependent on Spc72 partition between these two sites by binding to Kar1 [24] and Nud1 [25] , respectively. In turn, Nud1 localization requires the outer plaque component Cnm67 [26] .
An extrinsic mechanism enforcing asymmetric SPB fate involves Kar9, a protein found at both poles at the onset of SPB separation that is progressively polarized, marking the SPB bud during spindle assembly [27, 28] . Kar9 translocates from the SPB to aMT plus ends in association with Bim1, the yeast EB1 homolog, while acting as cargo for the type V myosin Myo2 [29] . Asymmetric localization ensures that aMTs from a single SPB are guided toward the bud along polarized actin cables [17, 27, 30, 31] . How Kar9 polarization is achieved remains controversial. Multiple posttranslational modifications have been implicated, although the involvement of CDK in particular has been the topic of contrasting reports [30] [31] [32] [33] . Furthermore, the respective impact of those modifications on Kar9-Bim1 complex formation, its dynamics, or Kar9 polarized localization remains unclear [34] [35] [36] . Recently, phosphorylation by a mitotic exit network (MEN) kinase somehow linked to the MEN-specific function of Nud1 [37] was implicated in Kar9 retention by the old SPB. An alternative cytoskeletal-centric proposal favors instead the possibility that asymmetric aMT organization links Kar9 bias to the old SPB. This proposal considers Kar9's inherent ability to build polarity as part of a positive feedback loop by which delivery of aMT plus ends sustains Kar9 recycling on receding aMTs to the pole engaged by these transports [27] . Such feedback mechanisms represent a recurrent theme in staging symmetry breaking [38] [39] [40] . Other structural asymmetries linking SPB history and fate are not contemplated by current models [16] .
Here, we report an outstanding structural asymmetry inherent to the SPB cycle. Spc72, the cytoplasmic receptor for the gTC, accumulates at the new SPB outer plaque partway through spindle assembly. Forcing the symmetric recruitment of the gTC by an Spc72 -Cnm67 fusion caused simultaneous aMT organization at spindle poles at the onset of spindle assembly. Temporal symmetry translated into symmetric contacts between the spindle poles and the bud cell cortex. Nevertheless, symmetry breaking still occurred, allowing for spindle orientation, but SPB inheritance became randomized. Whereas wild-type cells strongly biased Kar9 accumulation at the old SPB from the outset, cells expressing the fusion polarized Kar9 but no longer linked that choice to the old SPB. We therefore propose that temporally asymmetric aMT nucleation directed by Spc72 recruitment is the most upstream functional asymmetry linking SPB history and fate.
Results
Spc72, the Receptor for the gTC Nucleating aMTs, Is Positioned Asymmetrically during Spindle Assembly For exploring the bases for the asymmetric pattern of aMT organization along spindle assembly linked to SPB history, the localization of SPB determinants for nucleation was revisited. First, localization of Tub4-GFP (g-tubulin) at endogenous levels was assessed relative to the central-plaque component Spc42 [16] fused to CFP. Tub4-GFP marked both poles at the onset of SPB separation (Figure 1 A) ; however, the label was stronger at one pole (a and b, yellow arrowheads). As the pole-to-pole distance increased, the label became more symmetric (c). A similar trend was observed in kar1D15 cells ( Figure S1A available online) , in which the contribution to nucleation by the bridge is abolished [24] . After spindle alignment, the pole directed toward the bud, presumably the old SPB, carried the stronger signal. Indeed, when localization of Tub4-GFP was referred to Spc42 fused to the slow-folding RFP, a marker that only fluoresces at the previously assembled old SPB [5] , the stronger Tub4-GFP label colocalized with the RFP signal ( Figure S1B ), a correlation also apparent when Spc42-mCherry was used as a reference ( Figure S1C ).
The linescan analysis was validated by measuring label intensities and calculating the ''asymmetry index'' [37] . This index is obtained by dividing the difference between fluorescence label intensities at the old and new SPBs by the total fluorescence. The value can range from 21 (label only at the new SPB) to +1 (label only at the old SPB), with 0 reflecting symmetry. The distribution of index values in unperturbed cells (Figure 1 B) denoted a bias of Tub4-GFP toward the old SPB in short spindles, whereas the label was significantly more symmetric (p < 10 25 ) in elongated spindles. The Tub4-GFP label observed represents the potential accumulation of the gTC at three sites: the SPB outer plaque and bridge via Spc72 and the inner plaque via Spc110 [21] . Given that SPB separation in yeast is coupled to spindle assembly (a process that requires intranuclear MTs organized by both SPBs [16] ), we hypothesized that the asymmetry observed might be contributed, at least in part, by the cytoplasmic recruitment of the gTC. Moreover, given that the asymmetry persisted in kar1D15 cells ( Figure S1A ), it might be intrinsic to the SPB outer plaque. We therefore tested other components of the SPB for asymmetric behavior. To this end, we determined the pattern of localization of Spc72-GFP at endogenous level. Wild-type cells exhibited strongly asymmetric Spc72-GFP label at the onset of SPB separation (Figure 1 C) ; the signal was very weak at the new pole, an effect more pronounced in kar1D15 cells ( Figures 1D and 1E) , highlighting a weak contribution of the half-bridge to the label of the new pole in wild-type cells. As was the case for Tub4, the Spc72-GFP label of the new SPB increased along the spindle pathway, becoming symmetric in fully elongated spindles ( Figures 1D and 1E ). Spc72 partitions between the SPB outer plaque and the half-bridge during G 1 phase. Thus, Spc72 localization during G 1 phase persists in unperturbed kar1D15 cells [24] . In agreement with this precedent, asymmetric retention of Spc72 proved intrinsic to the old SPB outer plaque ( Figures S1C-S1H ). Finally, as expected from the complete assembly of the inner plaque prior to spindle formation [41] , Spc110 marked both poles symmetrically ( Figure S1I ).
In contrast to Spc72, two other underlying components of the outer plaque Cnm67 (data not shown) and Nud1 localized symmetrically at the onset of SPB separation (Figures S1J and S1K). Accordingly, Spc72-YFP still exhibited strongly asymmetric association when scored relative to Nud1-CFP in wild-type or kar1D15 cells ( Figures 1F-1H ), demonstrating that Spc72 localization represented the most upstream asymmetry linked to SPB history persisting in preanaphase spindles, an asymmetry also retained by cells after prolonged hydroxyurea-induced arrest (Figures S1L-S1O).
Tethering the gTC-Binding Domain of Spc72 by Fusion to Cnm67 Forces Symmetric Recruitment of Cytoplasmic gTC
To address the biological significance of the asymmetry in new SPB outer-plaque assembly, we constructed a strain expressing a fusion between the gTC-binding domain of Spc72 (amino acids 1-276) and full-length Cnm67 (Spc72 -Cnm67) followed by CFP, in the absence of endogenous Spc72 and Cnm67. As expected, localization of this fusion was symmetric at the onset of SPB separation ( Figure S2A ) and suppressed the synthetic lethality between cnm67D and kar1D15, in agreement with previous characterization of a similar fusion [25] . At the same time, cells carrying the fusion retained the correct localization of Nud1 to SPBs (100%, n = 500) required for activation of the MEN, a function not bypassed by the Spc72 1-276 -Cnm67 fusion [25] . Supporting the notion that Tub4-GFP asymmetry may stem from Spc72 initial absence at the new SPB, cells expressing the fusion exhibited a marked increase in Tub4-GFP symmetric label relative to the CFP-tagged fusion ( Figure S2 ). Expression of Spc72 1-276 -Cnm67 elicited a moderate genetic interaction with a bub2D mutation, allowing for the accumulation of cells exhibiting premature mitotic exit, consistent with an observed spindle-position checkpoint-dependent delay during anaphase ( Figures S2B and S2C) .
To further establish that symmetric gTC recruitment involved the outer plaque, we constructed a series of strains ectopically expressing a GFP fusion to a mutant Spc98 nls2 lacking nuclear localization [22] , in addition to endogenous untagged Spc98 (for viability). GFP-Spc98 nls2 exhibited asymmetric localization favoring the old SPB in both wild-type and kar1D15 cells during spindle assembly (Figure 2A ), demonstrating that asymmetry indeed operated at the level of SPB outer plaques in reference to a Cnm67-mCherry fusion (marking more strongly the old SPB). By contrast, in the presence of Spc72 1-276 -Cnm67-mCherry, GFP-Spc98 nls2 decorated SPBs symmetrically in w80% of cells ( Figures 2B and  2C ). Increased symmetry and loss of a bias toward the old SPB were also detected with Tub4-GFP, above any contribution of the nuclear label ( Figures 2C and S2D ). Taken together, these results show that Spc72 presence was necessary and sufficient to initiate sites for nucleation at the new SPB. Thus, Spc72's timely association with the new SPB outer plaque may set the temporal asymmetry in recruitment of the gTC.
The Spc72
1-276 -Cnm67 Fusion Disrupts the Program of aMT Organization Linked to SPB Historical Identity Spindle polarity is established by a temporal program of aMTcortex interactions coupled to spindle morphogenesis, a process that can be followed using aMT-mediated labeling by a dynein heavy chain-GFP fusion (Dyn1-GFP) as a readout [6] . In wild-type cells, the fusion marks the old SPB throughout G 1 -S phases. Following SPB separation to a distance of w1 mm, label begins to accumulate at the second pole, reflecting de novo aMT organization at the new SPB. It is this lag that prevents aMTs from the new SPB from gaining access to the bud once a barrier set by Bud6 at the bud neck comes into effect [18, [42] [43] [44] .
To challenge the premise that asymmetric aMT nucleation may be critical for the establishment of spindle polarity, we asked whether the symmetric localization of the gTC coincident with the SPB separation forced by expression of Spc72 1-276 -Cnm67 would disrupt the temporal asymmetry otherwise highlighted by Dyn1-GFP. Wild-type cells followed the characteristic pattern by which the SPB delaying acquisition of the label ( Figure 3A , blue arrowheads at 3 min, left cell, and 13 min, right cell) became the pole intended for the mother cell ( Figure 3A at 23 min, blue arrowheads) . The absence of nucleation from the bridge did not disrupt this program. Indeed, kar1D15 cells also delayed Dyn1-GFP acquisition at the pole destined to the mother cell ( Figures S3A and  S3B) . Thus, the pattern of aMT organization, like Spc72 asymmetry, was inherent to the SPB outer plaques. However, kar1D15 cells consistently initiated Dyn1-GFP acquisition at the new SPB 10 6 2 min closer to onset of anaphase than wild-type cells ( Figure S3 ). This difference remarkably paralleled the lack of nucleation sites otherwise inherited by the half-bridge of the new SPB, as revealed by Spc72 localization studies (Figures 1C-1H) .
Demonstrating the significance of symmetric gTC recruitment, kar1D15 cnm67D SPC72 -CNM67 cells exhibited Dyn1-GFP label at both spindle poles at the onset of spindle assembly ( Figures 3B and 3C ). Both poles were visible during Once the poles are w1 mm apart, the new SPB begins to acquire the label (left cell at 3 min and right cell at 13 min, blue arrowheads) and decorates newly formed aMTs. The pole that exhibited the delay in Dyn1-GFP acquisition is destined to the mother cell (at 23 min, blue arrowheads). (B) Symmetric Dyn1-GFP acquisition at the onset of SPB separation in a kar1D15 cnm67D SPC72 1-276 -CNM67 cell. SPB separation was visible in this cell (green arrowheads), and aMTs emerging from both poles initially contacted the bud. With a delay, aMT dynamic attachments from each pole partitioned to the mother cell and bud, respectively, and spindle alignment took place coincident with spindle elongation. Figures S3A and S3B illustrate the Dyn1-GFP label in kar1D15 cells. (C) Modes of Dyn1-GFP label at spindles poles at the onset of spindle assembly, scored in time-lapse series of wild-type (n = 20), kar1D15 (n = 43), and kar1D15 cnm67D SPC72 -CNM67 (n = 60) cells. (D) Frequency of cells in which the spindle pole contacting the bud tip switched identity at least once during the recording (e.g., Figure S3C ), scored in timelapse series. In wild-type or kar1D15 cells, identity switch was essentially not observed. (E) Frequency of correct spindle polarity (i.e., only one pole in contact with the bud) prior to the onset of spindle elongation at anaphase, scored in time-lapse series. Most cells expressing Spc72 -Cnm67 experienced symmetry breaking despite the initial presence of aMTs at both spindle poles. separation ( Figure 3B , 4-6 min, green arrowheads) and generated aMTs aimed at the bud (7-16 min). The spindle alternated the pole in contact with the bud tip until symmetry breaking occurred. Identity switching (i.e., spindles exchanging the pole contacting the bud via aMTs) was absent in wild-type or kar1D15 cells judged by this label (Figure 3D) , whereas it was a prevalent dynamic behavior in the presence of the fusion ( Figure 3D and Figure S3C ). Nevertheless, following symmetry breaking, the spindle eventually aligned shortly before or during early stages of spindle elongation (Figures 3B and 3E) . Similar overall dynamics were observed when the fusion was expressed in KAR1 cnm67D cells (as the fusion cannot localize to the bridge [25] ).
The presence of symmetric attachments and pole identity switching during spindle assembly raised the possibility that the fusion may perturb the pattern of SPB inheritance based on history. Indeed, already in preanaphase cells exhibiting oriented spindles (e.g., Figure 2B , e and f versus g and h), SPB bud identity no longer correlated with the old SPB. Thus, the ability of Spc72 1-276 -Cnm67 to randomize SPB fate, as highlighted by the Dyn1-GFP label, was evident with other readouts. In conclusion, symmetric nucleation at the onset of SPB separation allowed aMTs from both poles to respond to spatial cues from the bud tip and gain access to the bud, a dynamic behavior that uncoupled SPB history and fate, emphasizing the significance of asymmetric SPB function in the program that designates the old SPB to become the SPB bud in interplay with aMT capture by cortical landmarks.
Cells Expressing Spc72
1-276 -Cnm67 Randomize the Choice of the SPB bud by Kar9 One outstanding property of Kar9 is its inherent ability to rebuild polarity when cells recover from either actin or MT depolymerization, two treatments known to cause nearly absolute Kar9 symmetry. The respective requirement for actin and MTs is direct, as it is not relieved by inactivation of cell morphogenesis or spindle checkpoints [27, 31] . In either case, Kar9 dynamics during recovery are best explained by the polarity arising from positive reinforcement of Kar9 recruitment to the SPB stochastically engaging in iterative cycles of aMT plus-end delivery to the bud. Thus, both treatments randomize the SPB singled out by Kar9 [5, 27] .
We therefore examined Kar9-GFP 3 localization to establish any impact of aMTs present at both SPBs at the onset of spindle assembly without other perturbations. First, asynchronous populations of wild-type or SPC72 -CNM67 cells expressing Kar9-GFP 3 and Spc42-mCherry were analyzed for modes of Kar9 localization. Overall, short spindles of wild-type cells exhibit strong polarity with four modes of Kar9-GFP 3 label [27] : only one pole marked ( Figure 4A, a and b) , strongly asymmetric (c and d), partially symmetric (e and f), and symmetric (g and h). SPC72 -CNM67 cells supported the polarization of Kar9 ( Figure 4A , i-n) and yet exhibited a marked increase in Kar9 localization to both SPBs and excess symmetry (w80%, compared to 30% in wild-type, Figure S4A ). Moreover, polarization of Kar9 to the SPB bud no longer correlated with the old SPB (e.g., Figure 4A , i versus j-m, arrowheads point to the new SPB showing Kar9-biased localization). Quantitative analysis of label intensities validated these observations (Figures S4 B-S4E) .
Second, time-lapse analysis was performed in wild-type versus cnm67D SPC72 -CNM67 cells ( Figures 4B-4D and Figures S4F-S4H ). Wild-type cells exhibited Kar9 recruitment at one or both SPBs at the onset of SPB separation ( Figures   4C and S4) . Crucially, Kar9 localization was biased toward the old SPB already at this stage and led to fast establishment of spindle polarity ( Figures S4F and S4G ) without changes in SPB identity throughout, consistent with the analysis of aMT dynamics using Dyn1-GFP (Figure 3) . Thus, virtually 100% of cells recorded Kar9 polarized to the old SPB prior to anaphase ( Figure 4C, inset) .
The significance of aMT asymmetric organization for promoting this bias became clear upon analysis of cnm67D SPC72 -CNM67 cells. With aMT symmetry from the outset and contacts from both poles partitioning into the bud, Kar9 was more symmetric as SPBs separated (Figures 4B and  S4H ) and took a variable time to break symmetry on a cellby-cell basis ( Figure 4C ). The interval required could extend past metaphase, resulting in misaligned spindles initiating elongation in 25% of cells recorded. As shown in Figure 4D , the stochastic engagement of the new SPB in aMT sliding repositioned the spindle while Kar9 label became rapidly polarized to this SPB (2-6 min). Therefore, our data strongly support the idea that the temporal asymmetry in aMT organization plays a significant upstream role in linking SPB historical identity with bud-ward fate enforced by Kar9 polarity.
1-276 -Cnm67 Support Correct Polarization of the MEN Regulator Bfa1 to the Committed Bud-ward Pole The asymmetric localization of regulators of the MEN to the committed bud-ward pole conveys a layer of extrinsic polarity for coupling spindle elongation and chromosomal segregation across the bud neck with mitotic exit [45] [46] [47] . Inactivation of the MEN results in late-anaphase arrest, with spindles unable to disassemble. Conversely, failure to inhibit the MEN by perturbation of signaling by the spindle-position checkpoint [48] results in unchecked spindle disassembly whether orientation has been achieved across the bud neck or not. The SPB sets up the stage for this surveillance mechanism by supporting the polarized association of key regulators such as Bfa1 to the SPB entering the bud. Instead, spindle misalignment results in symmetric marking by Bfa1 and cell-cycle block. Disruption of the outer plaque by cnm67 mutations abrogates checkpoint arrest in response to misaligned spindles, whereas nud1 mutations reveal an essential role for Nud1 in activation of the MEN [25] . As stated above, that requirement cannot be bypassed by Spc72 1-276 -Cnm67, which nevertheless suppressed cnm67D and retained correct Nud1 localization. Indeed, no perturbation of mitotic-exit control was otherwise noted, demonstrating that the essential role of Nud1 for mitotic exit had been preserved. Furthermore, the checkpoint was indeed operant ( Figure S2 ).
To further preclude that the manipulation rendering SPBs symmetric regarding their ability to nucleate aMTs might affect extrinsic asymmetries linked to the spindle-position checkpoint, we determined Bfa1 localization in wild-type versus SPC72 -CNM67 cells. Bfa1 favored the SPB bud in cells with correctly aligned spindles ( Figure 5A, a and b) and exhibited increased symmetry in misoriented spindles ( Figure 5A,  c) . The Bfa1-GFP label was also polarized in response to spindle alignment to the SPB bud in SPC72 -CNM67 cells, irrespective of SPB identity being randomized. Accordingly, the SPB bud carrying the prominent Bfa1-GFP label no longer correlated with the old SPB (e.g., Figure 5A , e versus f). Importantly, Bfa1 marked symmetrically misaligned short or elongated spindles of cells expressing the fusion, consistent with a proficient checkpoint response ( Figure 5A , g, and Figure 5B ).
Similarly, we did not observe failure to restrain mitotic exit in cells with misaligned spindles during the time-lapse analysis (n = 30). In conclusion, cells expressing the fusion displayed symmetric aMT organization, yet they were proficient in polarizing a MEN regulator and controlling mitotic exit.
Discussion
Intrinsic Outer-Plaque Asymmetry Links SPB Identity and the Pattern of Inheritance In S. cerevisiae, spindle orientation requires aMTs [49, 50] . Moreover, MT poisons randomize SPB identity otherwise linked to history [5] . The most prominent feature linking spindle morphogenesis with polarity is the temporally asymmetric organization of aMTs by the ''old'' versus ''new'' SPB. Through this asymmetry, only the old SPB engages with preestablished cortical landmarks, promoting aMT capture at the site of bud emergence [19] . The commitment of one pole to enter the bud prior to spindle assembly is faithfully depicted by Dyn1-GFP decoration of aMTs [6] . The same assay highlights de novo aMT organization by the new SPB after spindle assembly, a restriction that is critical for confining the new pole to the mother cell [6, 51] .
Kar9 enforces SPB asymmetry at two levels. First, by delivering aMT plus ends during bud growth, it helps orient the duplicated SPBs facing the bud neck from late G 1 phase. This configuration is key to the role played by the bud tip and bud neck in partitioning aMT contacts later [19] . Second, Kar9 is set to bias the old SPB (Figure 4 ) from the outset and to respond to the interplay between aMT organization and cortical landscape that commits the old SPB to the bud during spindle assembly [19] . A recent study suggests that Kar9 phosphorylation somehow linked to the MEN-specific function of Nud1 may additionally enforce this commitment later in the cell cycle, whereas Nud1 structural contribution to aMT organization is dismissed [37] . Importantly, Kar9 cannot highlight SPB asymmetry unless engaged in Myo2-dependent transport [27] . Is this bias to the old SPB mechanistically associated to asymmetries built into the SPB duplication cycle? The first landmark event priming SPB duplication occurs in late G 1 phase when a satellite forms at the distal end of an extended bridge connected to the ''old'' SPB [15, 16, 23] . The satellite contains SPB components Spc42, Spc29, Nud1, and Cnm67 [41] . During this time, aMTs still originate at the old SPB outer plaque and the bridge [23, 52] . The satellite then expands and inserts in the nuclear envelope. The ''new'' SPB will then mature and gain MT nucleation activity. At this ''side-byside'' stage, nuclear MTs emanate from both SPBs, whereas aMTs may originate from the bridge and outer plaque [23, 52, 53] . Interestingly, model reconstructions based on tomography studies suggest that aMTs originate from only one SPB outer plaque and the bridge [52] .
Here we show that the structural basis for asymmetric organization of aMTs is intrinsically linked to the SPB cycle, in that the new SPB outer plaque acquires the gTC receptor Spc72, and thus, the ability to nucleate aMTs after spindle assembly begins. It is surprising that asymmetry in gTC recruitment is also apparent. Current models estimate that haploid cells will contain w22 nuclear MTs and 3-5 aMTs per SPB following spindle assembly, with the distribution of gTC between inner and outer plaques presumed to correlate with those numbers. Yet the precise timing of acquisition of this nucleation capacity by the new SPB and the partition of gTC between inner and outer plaque remain unknown. Three-dimensional ultrastructural analysis points to early stages in spindle assembly also proceeding with an asymmetric distribution of nuclear MTs [54, 55] . Assuming that SPB maturation underlies acquisition of nucleation capability, the temporality suggested by our study may indicate that maturation is compartmentalized and proceeds separately at the inner and outer plaques to correctly coordinate spindle assembly with polarity establishment. Asymmetric labeling by GFP-Spc98 nls2 confirms that, at least in part, nucleation sites at the cytoplasmic side of the SPB contribute toward asymmetry. Moreover, kar1D15 cells displayed the correct pattern of SPB inheritance (Figure 1 ), consistent with their ability to retain Spc72 localization during unperturbed G 1 phase [24] . Accordingly, live-imaging microscopy showed that kar1D15 cells direct duplicated SPBs toward the site of bud emergence without apparent discontinuities. It follows that the contribution of nucleation by the bridge, as uncovered by this mutant, may be dispensable for tethering the old SPB to the incipient bud and for correct SPB inheritance ( Figure S1 ).
The biological significance of the asymmetries uncovered here is demonstrated by the impact of forcing the symmetric recruitment of the gTC. The ensuing temporal symmetry in aMT organization uncoupled SPB history and fate, as both poles gained unrestricted access to the bud within a temporal window in which dominant spatial cues direct aMT capture to the bud tip. Furthermore, the bias for Kar9 recruitment at the old SPB was also lost, but not the inherent ability of Kar9 to help promote symmetry breaking and spindle alignment. Similarly, the extrinsic polarity staging the spindle-position checkpoint was intact. We therefore propose that, on the basis of a structural asymmetry built into the SPB cycle, the presence of aMTs at the old SPB represents the most upstream event connecting SPB history and fate in budding yeast.
Spindle Pole Intrinsic Structural Asymmetry: ''Old'' versus ''New'' The orientation of the mitotic spindle in self-renewing asymmetric stem cell divisions in Drosophila is also based on inherent functional asymmetry between centrosomes. Remarkably, one centrosome retains MT organization in interphase and associates with a designated area of the cortex, whereas the second centrosome moves away. Drosophila male germline stem cells orient the spindle perpendicular to the edge of a hub of somatic cells and retain the ''old'' centrosome at the junction between the stem cell and the hub [9] . By contrast, in Drosophila neuroblasts it is the ''new'' centrosome that remains targeted to the apical cortex [56, 57] . The significance of the opposite patterns of inheritance remains a mystery. In striking parallel to the yeast scenario, male germline stem cells respond by anchoring the old centrosome [9] to a preestablished, extrinsic landmark set by the geometry of the tissue. Meanwhile, autonomous asymmetric cell fate in neuroblasts persists even when centrosome identity is randomized without affecting cell division, as is the case in yeast [5, 58] . In neuroblasts, spindle orientation is reset with respect to the apical-basal axis, such that differentiating daughters are clustered on the basal side. Despite this stereotyped program, MTs of the interphase centrosome specify the apical cortical domain [59] . Conversely, determinants at the apical cortex influence MT retention by the centrosome. This shifts the emphasis toward crosstalk between the centrosome and the apical cortex, effectively coupling spindle orientation with the configuration of polarized cortical crescents. This instructive role of the cell cortex is also apparent in yeast [27, 37] . In neuroblasts, a specialized centrosome cycle is in effect, based on early separation of single centrioles and the incorporation of Centrobin (CNB) [58] by the new (daughter) centriole. Significantly, phosphorylation is required for CNB-mediated retention of MTs in interphase and asymmetric fate but has no role in controlling CNB asymmetric recruitment. It follows that structural asymmetry must be linked to MT organization to translate into differential fate.
From these two contrasting fly systems and the understanding promoted by the yeast model, important lessons emerge toward a general view of centrosome control as exploiting structural asymmetries built into the centrosome cycle to govern fate in asymmetric divisions of stem cells. In remarkable parallel to the yeast scenario and the spatial constraints shared with the Drosophila male germline, asymmetric-centrosome inheritance based on the distinctive features of the ''old centrosome'' directs asymmetric cell divisions of neural progenitors in the mouse neocortex [11] . In this case, the old centrosome is retained by progenitor cells, and the new centrosome is acquired by differentiating cells. Moreover, depletion of ninein (a mature mother centriole marker implicated in MT anchorage) disrupted both the pattern of inheritance and asymmetric cell division, with concomitant loss of progenitor cells [11] . These findings strongly support the view that a pattern of inheritance based on the intrinsic ability of the ''old centrosome'' to retain MT organization may be a general principle in self-renewing asymmetric stem cell divisions. The next challenge will be to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the integration between cytoskeletal systems and cell-cycle control and of how this translates into asymmetric fate.
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